INTEGRATIVE ARTS, B.A. (ABINGTON)

Begin Campus: Any Penn State Campus

End Campus: Abington

Program Learning Objectives

• Curriculum Proposal: Students will prepare, with appropriate faculty input, a proposal that will outline their post-graduation aspirations and how these targets will be achieved through a concomitant course of study in the arts or an arts-related field.

• Original Artwork: Students will present evidence—by means of an original work of art or an analysis of a work of art—that they have an understanding of the art form/forms studied in their academic programs.

• Academics: Students will produce oral and written reports/essays that explore and analyze the arts/arts-related subject matter presented in the academic course of study.

• Independent and Interdisciplinary Work: Students will create a presentation (oral or written) for faculty/advisers documenting their internship/independent study experience and describe the interdisciplinary nature of these experiences in detail.